FROM: INNSA
TO: CUSABA

CONFIDENTIAL CONTENT CHANNELS
D32/ 484/ 62

MY 1922.12 JAN AND YOUR 262/26Z JAN RELATIVE TO

INTEGRATED ANALYST OVERSEAS TOUR EXTENDED TO

AUGUST 63.
13 April 1962

K/2: Previous correspondence to CUBASA, Serial No. 2516, dated 20 Nov 61 questioned need for replacing ____ upon expiration his tour in August 1962. ASA reply dated 1 January 1962 stated need for replacement. Referenced message proposed that ____ be extended for one year during which time ASA would supply a GS or senior NCO to be trained at ASA as replacement. Subsequent messages acquired agreement to one year extension. This message informs ASA of extension. Coordinated with ASALMOP _____. This message constitutes final reply to M6 RS #113.
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CC: M6 #42

CONFIDENTIAL